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“An optimist stays up until midnight to see the new year in. A pessimist stays up to make sure the old year
leaves.” Bill Vaughan, Columnist
The date or our Annual General Meeting will be nearly one full year from the start of the pandemic. March
is the new January. With this coming new year I am extremely optimistic! I hope the exclamation point
amplified my feelings. The coming year brings us so much promise for so many opportunities. Later in
this report I will touch on our positives of the past year. Now I would like to focus on the reassuring signs
of success the new year brings.
There is a renewed energy in getting outside and providing our children with a safe and healthy
environment to learn and grow, both physically and mentally. Soccer is the right medicine. There are
countless articles, reports and stories about the benefits of youth participating in sport. We have all seen
and experienced these effects. Now more than ever is the time right to get our children up, active,
interacting and having FUN!
Based on our own positive observations we, as adults, keep signing up to continue with our efforts. I am
often asked how can we quantify the success of our programs. I could hire researchers, analysts, theorists,
prognosticators, and even clairvoyants to help me prepare voluminous study. Yet, the simple answer is
in a simple number: registrations.
Prior to COVID-19 our state has bucked the nationwide trends of youth soccer player participation.
According to an Aspen Institute Project Play report, State of Play 2019, the participation rate in most team
sports dropped on average of 3% from 2012 to 2018. Outdoor soccer dropped by 3.3% during this same
time frame. During this same time frame soccer in Massachusetts did not experience this trend. In fact,
total participation in youth soccer stayed constant or grew during this period of time. These numbers are
a combination of unique soccer player registrations with Mass Youth Soccer and other nonaffiliated soccer
programs. All soccer providers in the state of Massachusetts, from the smallest Pre K programs to the
highest level of elite nationally ranked club play, can revel with delight with knowing they are providing
our children with successful programming. Registration numbers prove it.
Another indication for a bright future is the overwhelming dedication all of our adults have demonstrated
over the last year and how they are prepared to commit even more in the year ahead. By now you must
know that when Mass Youth Soccer refers to “Adults” we mean (and this list is not exhaustive): Coaches
(all types) • Team Managers • Board Members • Referees • Trainers • Volunteers • Organization
Employees • Concession Workers • Tournament Organizers, Employees, Volunteers. The load on all
adults have been and will continue to be significant. In addition to our SafeSport education, National and
State Background Checks and Concussion training we added all of the COVID-19 Return to Soccer Activities
Protocols on top. As I continuously brag to other states, our Adults stepped up and committed themselves
to making sure we are a leader in participant (player and adult) safety and health. I applaud every single
one of you and am reassured this coming year will be even better.
As we turn towards our next 12 months with a focus on optimism, we all can contribute in our own way.
Here are some ideas:


Take a coach education course



Volunteer as a COVID-19 Safety Officer
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Provide sanitizer and wipes
Don’t be “that parent” on the sidelines
Introduce soccer to others who don’t play





Volunteer with your town or club program
Pick up trash
Share you joys of the game with others

I can’t wait to see you out on the fields with a huge smile (underneath your mask of course).
The following covers the highlights of your association’s state office efforts.
Staff
The past 12 COVID months have surely put a strain on staff. For more than 50% of this period staff worked
at dramatically reduced hours to help keep overall expenses down given our strained financial position.
No complaints. Even while on reduced hours, everybody worked hard and well beyond expectations. The
Mass Youth Soccer staff team is by far the best group of people I have ever worked with.
The teams number one focus is the health, safety and wellbeing of all members: players and adults.
Financial Operations and Human Resources: Maintaining the financial operations for our association is a
monumental task. Couple that with overseeing the ever changing employment law and requirements
coming at us, managing these responsibilities takes a highly skilled person. To use a soccer metaphor,
Tara Petricca found all four corners of the goal with every shot she took. Tara’s professionalism,
knowledge and skills are a true asset to Mass Youth Soccer.
Field Scheduling and Hotels: When the game came to a screeching stop Lori Jimenez didn’t slow down.
She actively started planning for the day we could get back on the fields by contacting currently renters
and finding new ones. When play restarted we filled as many opportunities as possible. In addition to
this work we leveraged her legal background with work on contracts, agreements and the current changes
to our governing documents.
Technical Department: As you will see from this department’s report they did not sit down and sulk. Last
Spring and Summer, under Ian’s leadership, he Tommy, Loy and Tamie turned quickly to virtual education,
training and communications. As a team, they all pulled together to be a leader in providing our members
with a multitude of options to connect, learn and grow. Late last year and early this year two staff changes
did take place. Loy Urbina, after 12 years of dedicated service to Mass Youth Soccer and all of our
members decided to retire. Loy has helped literally hundreds of children and coaches learn and
strengthen their love of soccer. Also, Tamie Endow has moved from the Technical Department to become
Mass Youth Soccer new Member Services Manager. We thank Tamie for her many years of service in the
Technical Department. She has most certainly left the department in great shape for Ian and Tommy.
Marketing and Communications: When the spring season was in question and there were many more
questions than answers, Rob Holliday, didn’t waste any time in formulating strategies and developing
tactics for our marketing and communications strategies. Rob, with help from Jaime Balboni, was very
creative and proactive in using multiple platforms of social media to provide information, content and
connections for our members. Rob also committed endless hours, in conjunction with Tamie Endow to
our highly successful and critically acclaimed COVID-19 Return to Soccer Activities.
Events, Recreational Programming and Elite Player Development: As with many others Lynn Gugliuzza
was forced to rethink how we deliver our events and programs. Even though our AGM with postponed,
Lynn pulled together a super virtual alternative along with an even better Special Meeting using our new
remote virtual voting system, NemoVote. Lynn also negotiated an extremely attractive alternative for our
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annual workshop by providing our members access to the United Soccer Coaches convention and USYS
Workshop. ODP picked up with virtual training where it left off after a successful 2019/20 winter. We
had a record number of players tryout last fall and our current indoor training is flourishing.
Adult Registrations and Risk Management: Mary Relic continues to help all of our members navigate the
world of compliance and risk management. Her handling the COVID-19 disruptions and the migration of
our system to the next version of Stack Sport’s U.S. Soccer Connect (built on the old Affinity platform) has
been nothing short of miraculous. Every member who needs to contact Mary provides nothing but
positive feedback, even if they don’t like the answer.
Registration and Affiliation: The change in registration platforms provided Rachel Woo with additional
tests to pass. With the help of others, including Jaime Balboni, she has been able to pass with flying colors.
Along with her Mass Youth Soccer responsibilities, Rachel continues to represent Mass Youth Soccer at
the highest level possible in the referee community serving on US Soccer’s National Referee Committee.
National Championships: Last year was a tough one for our State Cup. This tournament was not held and
may be in question this spring if the state still does not allow tournament play. We are poised and ready
to hold the tournament. Terri Filippetti decided to step down as a Mass Youth Soccer employee. Even
though she may not be officially on staff, she is always there to support our efforts and contribute what
she can to our success.
Town Select League: Like all other soccer activities, the Town Select League had to cancel the spring
season. As Maureen LaRoche provided in her report, the number of players last fall were higher than
expected and this spring looks even better. Under Maureen’s dedicated and extremely professional
approach the TSL has the attributes of a model program that is just as much about player development
off the field as it is on the field.
Facilities Management: Facilities Manager “Otis” Falvey and his Assistant Jay Colecchi have both grown
into their roles over the past year. They take care of our entire complex and buildings with the highest
level of care. We consistently receive praise for the work they perform on our fields and surrounding
areas. Our complex is starting to show its age, but Otis, Jay and their crew work magic on making sure all
visitors are safe and enjoy their visit.
Office Administration and Program Support: No sooner did Jaime Balboni, an Endicott College graduate,
join our team early last year that COVID-19 hit and we all went remote. This didn’t slow her down a bit.
Jaime will take on anything that comes her way and will offer to help when it doesn’t. She has been
assisting with registrations, marketing and communications, special projects as well as maintaining her
Office Administration duties.
Board
As we come to the end of our 12 month COVID-19 year your Board of Directors have done nothing short
of trying to create a vaccine themselves. Their #1 focus has been, and continues to be, the health, safety
and wellbeing of all members. As the landscape changed before our eyes, the data and information
coming from the Commonwealth and the very fluid delivery of information from the EEA regarding youth
sports, your Board of Directors kept a level head, even keel and keen eye on health and safety being the
first concern behind every decision in our Return to Soccer Activities. Our ability to bring soccer activities
back the way we did comes from Executive Committee guidance under President Bob Trudeau’s
leadership and overwhelming support from the entire board.
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The spring looks to be very encouraging. Join me in helping to keep our children healthy and safe on the
soccer fields and futsal courts.
Respectfully submitted
Michael C. Borislow
Executive Director.

Massachusetts Youth Soccer
Technical Department Year in Review
2020 Year End Review:
The year that was that nobody foresaw and when it happened nobody really wanted! Amazingly it
started out really well and there were moments when we were able to move forward but too many
times had to take a step back and re-evaluate. It was apparent that we needed to decide what the
Technical Department was, is and going to be as we head into the new year.
The retirement of Loy Urbina while not unexpected came a little sooner than we anticipated however to
the measure of the man and person he is: He made sure all of his T’s were crossed and I’s were dotted
before he loaded up the car and set off into the sunset for what we all hope will be long and happy
retirement. There are not any words to fill the void that he left not to mention the thousands of lives
that he positively impacted through his service to Massachusetts Youth Soccer and the game that he
loves. We miss you Loy but you deserve the time to enjoy the rest of your life. Thank you. Thank You.
Thank You!
A special thanks and congratulations to Tamie Endow as she embarks on her new role as the Member
Services Manager. Tamie served for 8 years as the Technical Department Manager and continued to
provide and improve on the efficiency of the department through her role. I don’t know what we will do
without you! Thank you for all that you have done for each and every one of the Technical Staff. Your
dedication and commitment to make sure we succeeded did not go unnoticed and was always
appreciated.
January:
The year was barely a day old and there were back at it with our Technical Development Centers. We
ran the Centers in 7 locations and had over 300 youth soccer players attend the sessions through the 2nd
week in March.
Our workshop was well received and we had an International guest coach from England Russell
Earnshaw who treated us to “Gamification” and the positive impact it could have to help players provide
creative solutions to soccer problems that had to figured out on the fly!
The Olympic Development Program kicked off the Winter Training Schedule every Sunday for selected
players seeking to enhance their technical proficiency and game understanding.
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February:
The Technical Development Centers continued throughout the month as Coaching Education Courses
opened up for coaches looking for a head start on their spring seasons. We conducted 3 United Soccer
Coaches courses for coaches coaching modified soccer.
March:
We were fortunate to complete almost every Technical Development Center and then Friday 13th struck
with a vengeance! None of us had any idea about what was about to happen even less about how the
next few months would unfold and how youth soccer would survive through a Pandemic that kept
everyone at home!
It was back to the drawing board to redefine how to create a virtual soccer world for our membership.
Most importantly it provided the opportunity to step back and get to all the things we had put on the
“back burner!” – or so we thought! We reached out to all the Directors of Soccer Development through
a one on one phone call to reassure them that we were here for them no matter what throughout this
Pandemic.
April:
Looking back now at the calendar and seeing the events that we had scheduled and had to cancel then
try to revive as we moved into better moments of the year. Instead we were spending the time on
virtual meetings or creating Training Session Plans that children could use at home in their back yard
using a variety of obstacles to perform various soccer skills. Yet what we found was it was not so much
the physical activity that they yearned for but the social interaction with their friends, peers and
coaches. The basic needs of children were not being met which for us provided some guidance as to
how to approach and navigate the next couple of months. Or as it was one month at a time!
May:
As the Pandemic had us bunkering in for the long haul, we created and delivered our Coaching
Conversations series. Every week Loy, Tommy and I would take on one topic and create then deliver a
Coaching Conversation for our members to attend. The idea was to engage our coaches and to get them
to think about their role as a coach and how to interact with their constituents. We had guest speakers
from the New England Revolution.
June:
The Coaching Conservations Series reached its conclusion with a brilliant presentation from our own
Howie Blatt and his daughter Jaime on the impact the Pandemic had on children and the psychological
needs to prepare them for what we hoped would be re-entry to the soccer field and outdoor activity.
We initiated a Monthly Director of Soccer Development Meeting to keep our member towns appraised
and current with our Return to Soccer Activities Guidelines, Policies and Procedures.
We were all expecting some good news from the Governor at long last he would grant us a Return to
Soccer Activities. So we created the Coaches Toolkit to assist coaches and provide guidance as to how to
create the safest environment possible for their players to return to action (of any kind) with other team
members.
We determined that people learn best by doing so created a schedule of Blended Coaching Education
Grassroots Courses and Summer Training Centers to begin as soon as we got the green light from the
Governor.
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July:
As soon as we could which turned out to be July 6th we began our weekly offerings of Blended
Grassroots Coaching Education Courses offering 3 different courses every Tuesday for the Virtual
Classroom and every Wednesday for the in person field sessions. On July 9th we began the Summer
Training Centers running from 9:00am – 7:30pm with all Return to Soccer Activities guidelines firmly in
place and strictly adhered to.
August:
The Summer Training Centers came to a conclusion. We had provided coaching to 237 players through
the Training Centers held at our fields in Lancaster.
The weekly Blended Grassroots Course schedule continued through the 3rd week in August and we also
undertook our co-hosted with New Hampshire Youth Soccer in person C License Course. To deliver the
course we utilized the lightning shelters down by the pavilion – Thanks to Otis and his staff in helping us
to prepare and the deliver the course in what can only be described as the strangest of circumstances!
We managed to get through the 5 days of the course will 26 coaches and 3 instructors without any
incident of COVID – 19.
The C License course experience provided us a with “dry run” for the aforementioned revived from April
D License Courses which took place on back to back weekends with a total of 70 coaches. Again we
utilized the lightning shelters and had no youth soccer players participating. Both weekends went off
without a hitch and even more thankfully no sign of the dreaded COVID-19!
September:
We continued to deliver Blended Grassroots courses however interest was waning in part because there
was no certainty that Fall soccer would occur in many places. In lieu of getting back out on the fields we
initiated our Virtual Office Hours designed so that coaches could “drop in” to whichever time slot met
their availability.
On a personal note I was asked to be part of the Team to deliver “How to teach” the soon to be released
US Soccer Blended D License. We are one of the few states in the country equipped to deliver a Blended
D License Course currently.

October:
With the news that Fall soccer would occur in some form we saw a minor uptick in Coaching Education
Interest. We managed to complete part 2 of the MA/NH C License Course at the Hilton Garden Inn and
once again thanks to the diligence of everyone involved we had zero cases of COVID 19 from the
experience.
ODP Try Outs were conducted at our facility on the last 2 weekends of the month under the watchful
eye Lynn Gugliuzza and our Technical Staff.
Rob Holliday and I even managed to squeeze in a couple of episodes of our Podcast! If you haven’t given
them a listen they are the perfect for sending you off to sleep after joyful feast this holiday season.
November:
We continued to provide our virtual office hours. The first 3 weekends we were able to run Coaching
Education Courses. For the 2 D License Courses that were coming to their completion we were granted
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permission from US Soccer to finish the classroom portions in a virtual setting and then meet at the
fields for a couple of hours each day to complete the Final Assessments. Again I am happy to report that
as of today 12/18/2020 we have had no reports of any COVID – 19 incidents from ANY of our Coaching
Courses for which we are all eternally thankful!
For the final coaching education numbers, we had 302 coaches attend our Grassroots in person courses.
70 coaches attend the grassroots D Licenses and an additional 26 coaches attend our co-hosted C
License so almost 400 coaches took advantage of our offerings this year.
December:
The end of an era as we said our “Goodbyes” to our friend and Team Member Loy Urbina. However, as
the saying goes “The show must go on” – So it is that we began our inaugural Blended D License Course
with 24 coaches seeking to better themselves and ultimately their players through the winter period.
Strategic Planning is underway as we look to redesign the Technical Department and how we can best
serve our membership moving forward into 2021.
We have also created indoor activity plans for our members to use to keep them active throughout the
winter.
January 2021:
The Holidays are in the rear-view mirror and we are off and running again. We have been running ODP
Sessions every Sunday at Forekicks in Marlboro and striving to maintain our safety protocols throughout
every session. The D License has kicked into high gear with multiple virtual meetings each week and
planning is underway to maximize our schedule for the remainder of winter and into the start of spring.
February:
Good news to start the month came with he approval of our Massachusetts Youth Soccer hosted
Blended C License Course. The course is scheduled to begin on March 29th concluding on July 19th with
only 1 in person meeting. The news got even better as managed to fill the course within 2 weeks of
posting it on our website so we have 36 coaches registered with additional coaches on the waitlist. We
were also approved to run a 2nd C License Course starting in July and going through October, this course
has 2 in person meeting scheduled which we have the option to change to a one person meeting should
the need arise.
The latest version of the Blended D License was announced and we have scheduled our first D License
for 2021 to begin on April 5th concluding on July 31st in Lancaster and August 7th for our Western Mass
Coaches in Ludlow. This course is up to 20 candidates as of March 1st and is on the way to being full. We
have a 2nd D License scheduled for July through November.
Our Blended Grassroots Courses have kicked off and we have already completed a 7 v7 and 9 v 9 for
Roots Soccer League on February 13th and 15th. We have 4 courses scheduled for Attleboro at the end of
March/early April with 2 of the courses reach capacity already. We have had several requests from our
Member towns to host the 4 Hour Grassroots Blended Courses and so we anticipate a very busy spring
schedule which puts us another step to achieving our Goal of “Every Child Deserves to coaches by a
Licensed Coach”.
One more exciting proposition occurred during this month. I was able to present to the Executive
Directors from our neighboring States in New England about the idea of Massachusetts Youth Soccer
becoming the centralized location and management point for all of Coaching Education throughout New
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England. Thanks to Mike for his groundwork in getting this meeting scheduled and for his continued
support for our Technical Department.
We are excited about the prospect of a busy spring and looking forward to seeing the fruits of our labors
as coach developers and of course to hopefully seeing the light at the end of what has turned out to be a
much longer than anticipated Pandemic.
Thank you for providing me with the opportunity to serve you the Board of Directors and the
membership of Massachusetts Youth Soccer. Please stay safe!
Respectfully Submitted
Ian Mulliner
Technical Director.

Marketing and Communications Report
AGM 2021

mayouthsoccer.org
Mass Youth Soccer website continues to evolve and provide both live updates and static content. Due to
the events of 2020, this year saw overall page views drop by 33% year on year. Typically, a significant
number of page views are created by events (State Cup, Districts, MTOC which did not take place this
year) and the numbers trend positively for next year, with overall user numbers increasing in 2020 in
comparison with 2019.
American Eagle, our web services provider is currently working with US Youth Soccer on an accessibility
program to ensure the Mass Youth Soccer website is in good standing with current accessibility
requirements.
Website Data provided by Google Analytics (Jan 1 – Dec 31 2020)
 601,540 unique page views (Down 33% on 2019)
 175,588 unique users
Mass Mailings – Idev Mailing
Sent

2,945,165

100%

Delivered

2,932,472

99.57%

12,693

0.43%

Unsubscribes

7,303

0.25%

Unique Unsubscribes

7,267

0.25%

Unique Opened

821,626

27.9%

Click Through

127,337

4.32%

Failed
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Unique Click Through

26,587

0.9%

Complaints

97

0%

Unique Complaints

65

0%

Targeted Mailings – Constant Contact
Sent
Total Unique Opens
Click Through

111,509
48,790

43%

6619

14%

Mass Youth Soccer data for mailings consistently outperforms industry averages for Open Rates and
Click Through rates.
Social Media (Data as of Dec 31, 2020)
Facebook
5730 Like (+12% yearly growth, Previous Year - 5119 Likes)
Over 2 Million Impressions
Twitter
5,246 Followers (+6% yearly growth, Previous Year - 4,965 Followers)
Over 560K Impressions
Instagram
3062 Followers (+22% yearly growth, Previous Year 2507 Followers)
Impressions and engagement rate on Mass Youth Soccer Social Media Platforms continue to see strong
growth. Click though data shows that an increasing % of registrations for Mass Youth Soccer Events and
Programs are directly referred by Facebook and Instagram.
Sponsors and Partners
Due to COVID-19 Mass Youth Soccer has restructured or renewed the following sponsorships to
continue through 2021.
 Dicks Sporting Goods (Official Sporting Goods Providers)
 Coca Cola
 Apex Entertainment
 Fore Kicks
TD Bank has moved from a sponsorship structure to a grant application, Mass Youth Soccer’s application
is pending.
Mass Youth Soccer continues to work on developing mutually beneficial partnerships and sponsorships
to create funding for programming as well as providing benefits for all association members.
Massachusetts Youth Soccer also maintains relationships with the following companies to assist in
providing benefits and offer discounts to all members:
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United Soccer Coaches
The Coaching Manual / TopTekkers
Dinn Bro’s Trophy
Soccer Parenting Association
KwikGoal
Blue Heron NEPA

In addition to our sponsors and partners, we also maintain excellent relations with the New England
Revolution and have several co-sponsored events planned to take place in 2021.
Podcast
The Mass Youth Soccer Grassroots Podcast was launched in February 2020. 8 episodes have been
released to the public with the Podcast generating over 1000 listens so far.
Submitted by Rob Holiday, Director of Marketing and Communications

2020 Town Select League
Annual Report
In 2020, the Town Select Program redirected the path of the program due to the COVID-19 pandemic
both in the way with which the spring season was conducted and in the logistical planning and
preparation period for the fall of 2020. Due to the cancelation of the spring 2020 playing season, the
TSL pivoted from conducting an on field spring season, to offer virtual wellness communication,
individual training programs facilitated by the TopTekkers app, and At Home Backyard Games created by
the Technical Staff to help TSL players keep engaged and technically sharp while away from the field due
to the restrictions imposed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The gathering restrictions in the spring of 2020 presented a challenge to our usual tryout process and
caused us to shift our focus from a selection process to a renewal campaign that brought forth the effort
to retain as many players as possible from the previous year in offering them automatic roster spot for
the 2020-21 playing season. We were also were able to consider prospective players using a Player
Recommendation Form which used the US Soccer Key Qualities of a Player as a tool to evaluate
prospects in consideration of a roster offer. We eventually were able to host tryouts in August but
limited it to girls and boys born in 2012 and 2011 . Throughout the renewal process, our older aged
teams filled to capacity but our 10U age group being our entry level age , was in the most need of
supplementation prior to the fall season.
Under the guidance and implementation of the Mass Youth Soccer Return to Soccer Activities
Guidelines, the TSL was able to successfully complete an entire fall season without any positive cases
within the program. Prior to the official start of the season, coaches, families, referees and staff were
comprehensively educated through the use of TSL specific webinars on what to expect while playing,
spectating , and officiating during COVID-19. The guidelines were paramount to the safety of the
players, coaches, staff, referees, and spectators. Participants within the program were consistently
compliant in following all restrictions, guidelines, and modifications to the game without hesitation.
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Expansion plans for the TSL in within the 2020-21 season were put on hold during COVID-19 in order to
focus on membership preservation within the leagues the TSL currently services of BAYS, Essex, MAYS,
Middlesex, and Nashoba Valley. In doing so, our league was able to remain self-sustaining with 27
teams, 41 coaches, and 405 players.

TSL Tryouts & 2020-21 Numbers
Regular June tryouts not held due to COVID-19
# of players who attended B & G 10U tryouts in August
# of players who registered but did not come to tryouts
# of players who were offered roster spots
# of players who were not offered roster spots

Total
NA
124
5
57
62

TSL Teams 2020-21# of automatic roster offers sent
# of players who accepted automatic roster offers
# of roster offer declines due to COVID.
# of new players added via Recommendation & Aug. Tryouts
# of players who are currently accepted and rostered on teams
# of players who ‘aged out’ as part of the 535 automatic offers
Player Return Rate ( 283 out of 535)
# of teams for the 2020-21 season
Coaches Return Rate ( 31 of 45)
# of Head Coaches
# of Assistant Coaches

Total
535
283
165
122
405
87
53%
27
70%
27
14

TSL Teams 2020-21
Girls 10U
Boys 10U
Girls 12U
Boys 12U
Girls 14U
Boys 14U

Total
3
4
6
4
4
6
27

Winter Indoor Training 2020
Registration numbers were on the rise in January of 2020 for the TSL Winter Indoor training program
sessions located in Leominster, South Hamilton, and Somerville. Our indoor numbers increased by 37
players where we registered 88 players in the winter of 2019 and registered 125 for 2020.
Leominster
South Hamilton
Somerville

39
20
66
11
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November Training Opportunities 2020
The TSL took advantage of unseasonably warm weather for an opportunity to keep players outside in
the month of November and continue their training after the official conclusion of the fall season. A
three week Sunday training series was offered on November 8th, 15th, and 22nd in Lancaster and
Wenham for players to participate and to continue learning using our methodology of ‘Play, Practice,
Play’. Curriculum plans were designed by the Technical Department and the sessions provided
enjoyment and development opportunities for the 106 players who registered for these additional
sessions.
Lancaster
Wenham

65
41

Humanitarian Effort
The TSL proudly hosted its 4th Annual Food Drive in three locations this year during the final weekend of
games held between Nov 1st -8th in Lancaster, Medford, and Wenham. The Food Drive logistics were a
bit different this year as all donations were contactless and spread out over three locations resulting in a
collection of 2,369 lbs of food. The donations were generous and the proceeds this year were for the
benefit of Loaves and Fishes Food Pantry of Central Mass and Acord Food Pantry of the Essex area.
Events such as this contributes to our ongoing goal for our players to demonstrate model citizenship,
character development, and the importance of giving back.
Soccer Parenting
A partnership was formed between Soccer Parenting Resources and the Town Select League this past
year with the intent on providing parenting resources to our families with the hopes of improving
communication and understanding between players, coaches, and families. Skye Eddy, the founder of
Soccer Parenting provided a specific webinar for our coaches and parents with ongoing support
provided via her website.
What to expect in 2021
The emphasis of the TSL Program for 2021 season will be to continue to concentrate on balancing
physical exercise with player mental health as we continue to ease back on the field during the
pandemic. Despite the challenges of the past year, the TSL will continue to emphasize player
development, joy of the game, the value of being a great teammate, and the importance of playing with
character. In the upcoming year, we will focus on controlled growth within our program in reintroducing
the TSL to the administration and coaches within the leagues we currently service while cautiously
expanding to additional territories. We would also like to continue to attract more candidates to coach
and become part of our expanded TSL community.
Plans to implement a Parent Advisory Committee with the TSL was halted in order to prioritize player
safety in our return to the field, however we intend to continue to plan for this very important
committee for the purpose of helping us to continue to positively engage with our parent membership
and help us to identify what is important to parents on topics such as new communication apps, carpool
logistics, and other ideas that would help our program service our players and parents to the best of our
ability.
The TSL will continue to make efforts to connect with more town representatives from the leagues we
service as well as to potential new territories which will help our state association to offer the TSL
program to more players, families, and coaches across the state.
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The ability to continue as a self-sustaining program amidst the COVID-19 pandemic could not have been
accomplished without the guidance, expertise, collaboration, and support of the Mass Youth Soccer
staff, Board of Directors and key league leaders within the affiliated leagues that the TSL currently
services.
Respectfully Submitted,
Maureen T. LaRoche
Town Select League Program Manager
Massachusetts Youth Soccer Association

TOPSoccer Report
With each passing pandemic week during 2020, special needs children across Massachusetts doubleddown on their life-acquired skills of adapting to their environment. Like many other parents, those of
special needs children lamented the continued lack of structured, in-person learning knowing the vital
importance human interaction plays in the continual engagement of their children.
Even with numerous limitations in place, several TOPSoccer programs were able to run during the Fall!
These programs required advance RSVPs to limit participants and stuck to physically distanced skills and
drills. The most challenging aspect of the Fall TOPSoccer programs was the inability for volunteers and
players to celebrate the sport in the way they were most accustomed: hugs and high-fives.
TOPSoccer programs look to Spring 2021 with hope to provide special needs players a return to the play.
Additionally, the Spring brings many off-season opportunities for TOPSoccer programs to collaborate,
engage and get active:
March 22nd - 29th
March 13th
Wednesday’s in March
March 25th
April 8th

NE Revs TOPSoccer Virtual 5K
Virtual TOPSoccer Coaching Certification Course
USYS TOPSoccer Symposium
Urban Soccer Symposium
Massachusetts TOPSoccer Meeting

Respectfully submitted,
Caryn Goulet

Massachusetts Youth Soccer Association
Futsal Program Annual Report
March, 2021
As presented in the 2020 pre-pandemic report, in August of 2019, following discussion by the Board of
Directors, Massachusetts Youth Soccer Association (Mass Youth Soccer) approved and appointed a
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Development Committee to develop and implement a plan to establish sustainable Mass Youth Futsal
programming designed to grow the sport at the town/recreational level and above.
As a result of the pandemic, we put a pause on our efforts to promote and grow futsal through our
member organizations but remain committed to expanding futsal opportunities and participation to all
players throughout the state focusing on three main categories:
1. Education/awareness campaign directed at players, parents, coaches, and administratorsWHAT is Futsal- WHY play Futsal- WHERE to play Futsal.

2. Coaches Education and Development- There is no current national futsal offering that
correlates to the US Soccer Grassroots coaching licenses, and currently available futsal
material/offerings start at a level higher than appropriate for the typical entry level volunteer
coach. The Technical Staff reported on the development of an entry-level certification course, to
be delivered through the Technical Department.
3. Referee recruitment and development- Additional futsal-certified referees will be needed to
support the growth of existing leagues and the establishment of new leagues. The current roster
of Massachusetts USSF-certified futsal referees numbers about 100, which has been relatively
consistent for the past several years and is marginally adequate to cover current games.
We have rolled our initial 2020 objectives forward into 2021 and beyond:
1. Enhance and expand web content.
2. Develop and execute informational email and social media campaigns.
3. Engage existing outdoor leagues through the Leagues Committee.
4. Identify resources and vendors to create a start-up package to support new programs and
leagues.
5. Continue support for existing leagues and programs.
6. Roll-out “Intro to Futsal” coaching course.
7. Begin collaboration/integration with other Mass Youth Soccer programs and initiatives.
8. Support MSRC efforts to expand the pool of futsal-certified referees
Our 2 existing affiliated leagues, Coastal Youth Futsal League and Essex County Youth Futsal League,
were forced to cancel the scheduled state competition last March, but both are able to operate on a
reduced basis this year and look forward to returning to full operation next year, including presenting a
state competition in March 2022.
On a positive note, the US Youth Soccer (USYS) special committee for futsal has been elevated to
standing committee status, with Massachusetts Youth Soccer maintaining our representation and
impact. USYS presented a session at the 2021 USYS Workshop and continues to develop programming in
alliance with Mass Youth Soccer’s objectives for grassroots adoption as well as the development of
regional and national competitions.
Submitted on behalf of the Mass Youth Futsal Program Development Committee,
Jeff Chambers, Chair
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COVID-19
March 2020- February 2021
Respectfully Submitted by Tamie Endow
In March we were faced with the start of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, and a shutdown
of all activities across the state. With this pandemic being an unprecedented event we had no idea how
COVID-19 would affect us and our members. The information provided by the CDC, US Government, the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts as well as the local Boards of Health was overwhelming for most, and
changed so quickly it was hard to keep up. With the start of the spring season looming we didn’t know if
we would be able to play, but we did know we needed to provide guidance to our membership if we were
going to get players out on the fields, when it was safe to do so.
As an organization we complied the documentation available to us and worked through the guidance
provided. From that information we created a guideline document and protocols for our members.
Webinars were held to review the documents and changes as they were handed down. The guidelines
document has proven to be the go to document for our member and other members of the soccer
community in Massachusetts. This and all of our documents have been updated with each change
provided to us by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs (EEA).
With the arrival of the indoor season we released guidelines specific to indoor play. This coupled with the
guidelines provided by most facility owners, continued to keep safety at the forefront with all of our
organizations.
As part of our protocols, a notification processes was put into place. This was a process to notify MA
Youth Soccer, the effected team members and the local Board of Health when there was a positive case
of COVID-19 diagnosed with one of our players, coaches, referees or team administrators. The process
started when a member organization received a report of a positive COVID-19 case. At that time, they
completed the Notification report form and submitted it to our office. Upon review of each notification,
the organization would be contacted to ensure they had taken all of the necessary step to protect the
other members of their organization and to answer any questions they may have had. In all cases our
members were happy to have our help navigating the unknown and working through the details with
them.
As of the writing of this report we have received 94 notifications of members testing positive, this is .01%
of our membership. Of these 94 reports, none were a result of team spread. This fact alone speaks to the
diligence amongst our members to follow our guidelines keeping our players safe and out on the field.
With the Spring season upon us, the COVID information on our website is being updated to align with the
current guidelines provided by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Executive Office of Energy
and Environmental Affairs. We are once again looking forward to seeing our members out on the field,
enjoying the beautiful game.
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Genesis Referee Program
Annual Report March, 2021
The Genesis Referee Program (GRP) is a collaborative effort between Massachusetts Youth Soccer and
the Massachusetts State Referee Committee (MSRC) to identify and cultivate youth officials in
Massachusetts.
As a result of the pandemic, there was minimal activity in 2020. With no spring games and limited
opportunities for candidates in the fall, a moratorium was placed on new programs, existing programs
were encouraged to reduce the number of new participants if any, and the evaluation/advancement
waiver component was placed on hold.
With a greater return to activity on the horizon this spring and hope of further activities next fall, we are
welcoming 4 new town/clubs and look forward to the reactivation of our existing towns/club members.
Further development of education sessions, both remote and on-field, is ongoing as is a review by Mass
Youth Soccer and the Mass State Referee Committee of all components of the GRP to best serve our
members and future referees.
On behalf of the GRP Directors,
Jeff Chambers
Director-at-Large
Massachusetts Youth Soccer
February 2021

EVENTS REPORT
We are excited to announce that we have three Regional Award Winners for 2020.
 Enrique “Rick” Caceda with Malden Youth Soccer for Boys Recreational Coach of the Year
 Danielle DeSimone with Melrose Youth Soccer for Girls Recreational Coach of the Year
 Tracey Jones with Norwood Youth Soccer for TOPSoccer Coach of the Year
Amongst the three Regional winners, we have 2 National winners, which include Enrique “Rick Caceda”
and Danielle DeSimone.
Other winners include:
Administrator of the Year
Volunteer of the Year
Girls Competitive Coach of the Year
TOPSoccer Buddy of the Year
Student Athlete Scholarship
Student Athlete Scholarship

Jake Wilson
James Prescott Gibson
John Barata
Matthew Alzamora
Justin Howard
Carly Alston
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This year’s Appreciation Night will be a virtual event. For each award, Mike will record the award
description that is typed up below in a separate video. Each award nominator will submit up to a 2minute introduction of the chosen winner. Each award winner will submit up to a 2-minute acceptance
speech. These three videos will then be edited and combined together for EACH award. These will then
be posted to our website. Bob will have an introduction video for the entire appreciation night to be
posted on our website. During the first week of April, we will highlight a different award winner each
day through social media and our website through the video collaboration. The 2020 award winners will
be recognized in person for the planned January 2022 Appreciation Night.
For the annual workshop, we teamed up with United Soccer Coaches for their 2021 virtual convention.
The cost of the event is $150 for current or non-members. United Soccer Coaches will also provide a
year membership to those who are non-members of United Soccer Coaches.
The January 2021 Special meeting utilized a webinar format using NemoVote for the online voting
platform. It was a smooth process that received a good amount of positive feedback. Mass Youth
Soccer will be utilizing this platform again for the 2021 virtual AGM on March 10th.
Respectfully Submitted, Lynn Gugliuzza

RECREATION REPORT
Dates for the 2021 District Select Program have been decide upon.
July 10 & 11
July 17 & 18
July 24 & 25
July 31 & Aug 1
Tournament Weekend: August 7 & 8 **Pending EEA guidelines
After not being able to have District Select take place in 2020, we are looking forward to a successful
season in the summer of 2021!
Respectfully Submitted, Lynn Gugliuzza

FIELDS & HOTELS REPORT March 1, 2020 to February 28, 2021
Submitted by Lori Jiménez
Field Use
On March 13, 2020, we closed our fields through April 15 due to COVID-19. We would extend that
closure several times, eventually re-opening on a modified basis in July. On July 8, we started running
our own coach education and player training events on our fields, and on July 27, we had our first paying
rental. In September, we had several events recurring weekly, and in November, a modified version of
two former tournaments.
July & August 2020
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2 to 4 fields busy 3 or 4 days per week with our own coach education and player training programs. A 2day girls’ lacrosse event was our first paid rental on July 27 & 28 (50 hours), and then 2 Stars soccer
events at the end of August (120 hours).
421 total paid and unpaid hours used, down from 2,040 in 2019.
Fields unused 3 or 4 days/week.
September, October & November 2020
6 to 9 fields were in use mostly on Fridays and Sundays, with some coaching courses during the week.
Most Sundays, we had NEP 7v7 games (170 hours total), Storm lacrosse practices (29 hours), and NECSL
games (9 hours). We also had 2 successful NEFC events in November (305 hours).
1,030 total paid and unpaid hours used, down from 1,722 in 2019.
Fields unused 5 days/week.
Field use comparison breakdown:
2019
Paid
Unpaid
July & August 1,209
831
Sept, Oct, Nov 1,358
364
Total hours

Total
2,040
1,722
3,762

2020
Paid Unpaid Total
July & August
172
249
421
Sept, Oct, Nov 660
370 1,030
Total hours 1,451

December 2020
A scheduled Stars soccer event was cut short by snow (11 hours).
March 2021
We have the 5 turf fields scheduled for events on 4 weekends in March 2021.
New Process for Field Requests
We instituted a new field rental application process. We now ask all potential renters to submit requests
by a common deadline depending on the season, fall or spring. In this way, we can review all requests
for traditional event weekends such as Memorial Day weekend, Labor Day weekend, etc., and rent our
fields in a fair manner. We do accept late requests for any time when fields are still available after
requests submitted on time have been processed.
Hotels
We cancelled all reservations for both March 2020 events after the fields closed on March 13. We
cancelled room blocks for all events through September. We set-up room blocks, booking forms, and
made reservations for November events but eventually cancelled those as well when the events became
restricted to local teams.
Our 2 year contracts with our partner hotels ended in December 2020. After assessing the likelihood of
hosting events in 2021, we entered into new 2 year contracts with most of our partner hotels. Many
hotels have reduced their commission rate, and we successfully negotiated higher sponsorship rates to
make up for the revenue shortfall.
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Tournament & Event Summary
We had the following events scheduled at our fields for 2020:
Month
March

Event
Status
GPS March Junior Showcase
GPS March College Showcase
NEFC Boys Showcase
Cancelled
NEFC Girls Showcase
Cancelled
April
FC Boston Scorpion Bowl
Cancelled
May
GPS Memorial Day Tournament
Cancelled
NEP State Cup
Cancelled
MA State Cup
Cancelled
June
MTOC
Cancelled
August/
District Select
Cancelled
September
NEFC Fall Kick-Off
Cancelled
NESO Adult tournament
Cancelled
Stars Labor Day
Modified
November
GPS Soccerween
Cancelled
NEFC November Cup
Modified
NEOTHSL Tournament
Cancelled
NEFC Thanksgiving
Modified
December
Stars Showcase
Modified
We have the following events scheduled at our fields for 2021:
Month
Event
Status
March
Stars Boys Kick-Off
NE Surf event
NEFC Girls
NEFC Boys
April
FC Boston Scorpion Bowl
tentative
May
ODP New England Friendlies
EDP Memorial Day event
NEP State Cup (4 weekends)
MA State Cup (2 weekends)
June
ODP Jamboree
MA State Cup (1 weekend)
NPL Event
Lacrosse event
MTOC
July
Lacrosse event – boys
Lacrosse event - girls
August
District Select
September
Stars Labor Day
November
South Shore Select event
NEFC Thanksgiving
December
Stars event

Notes

Very few fields, no hotels
Fewer fields, all hotels cancelled
Fewer fields, no hotels
Same fields, fewer hours, no hotels
Notes
Hotel revenue dependent on
restrictions on out-of-state teams
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NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Dates for the 2021 State Cup have been decided upon.
May 15 – Girls State Cup Round of 16
May 16 – Girls State Cup Quarter Finals
May 22 – Boys State Cup Round of 16
May 23 – Boys State Cup Quarter Finals
June 5 – Boys & Girls State Cup Semi Finals
June 6 – Boys & Girls State Cup Finals
Massachusetts State Cup winners will advance to the 2021 US Youth Soccer Eastern Regional
Championships in Hammonton, NJ from June 25-July 1.
Respectfully Submitted, Lynn Gugliuzza

OLYMPIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The 2020 program was cut short after the indoor training sessions at Forekicks in the months of January,
February, and March. With the outdoor season not taking place, there was not a Regional ID camp, and
therefore, no players were identified.
To kick off the 2021 season’s tryouts, this is the first time Massachusetts Youth Soccer used the Club
Connect portion of Sports Connect for ODP registrations. After learning the system and navigating
through several trials, it is much easier to use from both the administrator and the parent perspective.
The support team from Sports Connect has been incredible and very reliable.
The October 2020 tryouts (for the 2021 season) concluded with 867 players having registered to attend.
This is the highest turnout since 2016. Overall the coaching staff was pleased with the talent level. The
Technical Staff did an incredible job taking lead on the field with the evaluators, making the tryout
results process much more efficient. The notifications were sent out via email on November 18 th and a
majority of players have completed their registration.
Team Administrators were chosen and held a zoom pre-season meeting to discuss logistics,
communication, covid safety officer, etc before the sessions began.
12U, 13U, 14U age groups and the GK’s will begin their indoor sessions on January 3rd, 2021 at Forekicks
in Marlborough. Due to COVID-19 space restrictions, the 15U and 16/17U teams will not begin until midMarch, once we are outdoors. All teams will have 3 scheduled zoom classroom sessions with the
Springfield College Athletic Counselors, covering such topics as what their goals are in returning to the
field in 2021 and mental toughness. The Athletic Counselors will also be hosting separate zoom calls for
the parents.

Respectfully Submitted, Lynn Gugliuzza
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Player Registrations and COI’s
Spring 2020
Due to COVID and state shutdown in Spring 2020, all organizations who had submitted spring
registrations were cancelled and if paid, were fully refunded.
In early summer, Massachusetts cautiously moved to allow soccer to be played with restrictions. Some
organizations were able to comply and register members who participated in some activities.
Fall 2020 – Spring 2021
The registration process transitioned to US Soccer Connect platform. Organizations are responsible for
uploading their player registration data to the system. Data is held in pending status until I review and
approve upload submission.
In Fall 2020, leagues and organizations weighed all the necessary state mandates in order to safely play
soccer. Some decisions to participate in a fall season were delayed until late September. Many
organizations opted to play in-town only.
Initial Spring 2021 registration deadline is Friday February 28.
Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Woo

Adult Registration/Risk Management
March 2021
Adult Registration and Risk Management
Fall of 2019, Stack Sports acquired Affinity Sports and Blue Sombrero. This acquisition created another
transitional year for Mass Youth Soccer. For the Fall 2020 – Spring 2021 soccer registration year, the
Adult Registration process was moved from the Stack Sports U.S. Soccer Connect registration platform
(Legacy Connect), to the newly purchased Affinity registration platform now called, “U.S. Soccer
Connect”; this is part of the Stack Sports, Sports Connect platform.
Although familiar with the new registration system, our Risk Management requirements had changed
since we last used this registration platform, thus, bringing a new set of challenges; how to manage two
background checks, SafeSport Abuse Prevention and CDC Concussion training. After many meetings
with U.S. Soccer Connect, we were able to accomplish what was needed to open the Fall 2020 – Spring
2021 soccer registration year mid-June of 2020.
Migration data
 We had approximately 19,000 adults registered for the Fall 2019 – Spring 2020 registration year
in the old U.S. Soccer Connect registration system. Of those adults, we were able to match over
15,000 to existing account information in the new U.S. Soccer Connect registration system; thus,
helping to alleviate duplicate accounts being created.
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As part of the registration migration process, background check clearance data was also
extracted from the old U.S. Soccer Connect registration system. As stated in previous
communications, Mass Youth Soccer has adopted a fixed Risk Expire Date that will ensure that
an adult’s Risk Status does not expire during the soccer registration year; below is the
background check clearance data migration information.
Risk Status
Risk Expire Date
Total Migrated of Each
o
Approved
o
8/15/2021
o
4,400
o
Approved
o
8/15/2022
o
5000
o
Approved
o
8/15/2023
o
11,000

Mass Youth Soccer Adult Registration’s for the Fall 2020 – Spring 2021 soccer registration year.
 Although we have had more organizations join Mass Youth Soccer this year, Mass Youth
Soccer’s Fall 2020 Adult Registrations were down from last year due to COVID-19. For Fall, we
had approximately 11,500 adults registered. With the Spring season set to start soon, we have
about 1,000 more adults registered and again, are numbers are down due to COVID-19.
 We processed approximately 5,000 National background and CORI checks for either new
registrants or returning adults with expired/expiring risk statuses.
Important – Risk Management Requirement updates for’ Fall 2020 – Spring 2021 soccer year.
 Center for Disease Control changed their concussion training site:
o Those with CDC accounts opened prior to March 1, 2020 no longer have access to that
account. Adults must create a new account that entails imputing more information
when creating it.
o Massachusetts specific instruction are now posted on the mayouthsoccer.org website
and are a must read to ensure a good experience for the registrant taking the CDC
Concussion training course.
 On March 10, 2020, Governor Baker declared a State of Emergency; thus, enabling the CORI
Verification process (physical and personal identification of the person for whom the CORI will
be processed) to be performed via teleconferencing. As teleconferencing is a temporary
solution to in person CORI verification, please review the Risk Manager Information webpage
located on the Mass Youth Soccer website under the ADMINISTRATION tab for further details.
 SafeSport has informed Mass Youth Soccer that their required training cycle has changed (it is
still a yearly requirement). All adult participants must take:
o An adult must take the SafeSport initial core training and then for the next three years
of participation they must take a refresher course.
o After this cycle, the adult will start all over again with an initial core training course
ensued by a refresher course for the next three years.
 The Mass Youth Soccer Return to Soccer Activity Review and Compliance Waiver for adults has
been added into the U.S. Soccer Connect registration system at the end of the Adult Registration
process. The registering adult must agree to adhere to the requirements set forth in the
Compliance Waive/Return to Soccer Activities protocols to complete their adult registration.
o Note, at this time we could not add the Player Compliance Waiver in Club Connect but
will do so prior to opening the Fall 2021 – Spring 2022 registration year (this will only
benefit Club Connect users).
 JD Palatine is our new National Background check provider. They are a global company
headquartered in Pittsburg, PA. They are working on leading edge technology, including IBM
Watson to compile, review, and curate millions more public and proprietary records and a
cognitive screening tool with options to crosscheck required/recommended Suspension and
Disqualification lists.
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Department Notes
 To provide our Member Organizations the best registration experience we can, we are working
with U.S. Soccer Connect on enhancements/modification requests for the registration system.
 Mass Youth Soccer has over 50 Member Organizations using the U.S. Soccer Club Connect
registration platform. The U.S. Soccer Club Connect registration system is integrated with the
State Association platform of U.S. Soccer Connect; thus, adult and player registration data flows
directly up to Mass Youth Soccer at the Association level of U.S. Soccer Connect and in turn,
adult Risk Management data flows down into the club level along with some player data.
o Important Club Connect Users: Due to background checks, adults are still required to
complete their Annual Mass Youth Soccer Adult Registration via the U.S. Soccer Connect
platform and register with their member organization in Club Connect. Names and date
of birth must match in both registration systems. or duplicate accounts are created.
Club Connect users do not upload player registration data.
o With Maureen as our lead, we are in weekly informational/training calls with our Club
Connect Technical Account Manager to help ensure our Club Connect users have a good
experience with that product.
 Jaime Balboni is being trained in this department; this will ensure that at peak registration times
we can better support our Member Organizations.
We would be remiss if we did not add that COVID-19 has obviously impacted all of us; our thoughts go
out to all who have been adversely affected.
With gratitude,
Respectfully submitted by Mary Relic

Massachusetts Youth Soccer – Urban and Underserved Communities
Annual Report 2020-21
Respectfully Submitted by Tamie Endow – Member Services Manager
As we headed into 2020 we had plans to expand our Urban and Underserved programs to the
areas of the state we had not yet reached. Calls and emails were coming in requesting our
participation in festivals for this summer and we had begun work on building a calendar for the
Mobile Pitch. Loy Urbina was working on securing GOALS locations and hiring coaches. We
were gearing up for another spring with our GOALS for Success afterschool program.
Unfortunately, all of our plans came to a screeching halt as COVID-19 took over the country.
Innovate to Grow
While we were granted and additional year and an additional $36,435 through US Soccer’s
Innovate to Grow grant, to continue our mobile pitch program we were forced to defer the grant
funding. The basis of our grant was to bring the mobile pitch to festivals and cultural events
around the state, due to COVID-19 these events were cancelled in 2020. With the return of
festivals and large events unlikely this summer, we will begin to explore other ways we can
possibly put this grant into action.
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GOALS
With the many restrictions and safety protocols that were in place with our return to the field
this summer, the difficult decision to put the GOALS program on hold was made. This decision
was twofold. First, many of our programs made the difficult decision not to run. Second, while
there were some programs running with the many restrictions in place for play we couldn’t
ensure that the high school and college aged coaches who work in the program would be able
to manage all of the protocols needed to keep the players and themselves safe.
In December of this year Loy Urbina, GOALS Program Director retired, we are thankful for his
many years of service to this program it would not be the success it was without his hard work,
he will be missed. As we bring the program back for 2021 we hope that we can continue to grow
the program on the foundation he has built and continue his vision.
GOALS for Success
Our GOALS for Success program was put on hold when schools went to remote learning. At that
time, we adjusted and offered our GOALS for Success program participants free membership to
the TOPTekkers program. We didn’t have the participation we had hoped for, but with
everything our players had to manage with remote learning and in some cases lack of technology
we did understand. With school in Worcester not starting until mid-April, we will be in contact
with our schools to see if we will be able to resume the program for this spring.

Massachusetts Youth Soccer Leagues Committee Report
Massachusetts Youth Soccer Leagues Committee is a standing committee of the Association consisting
of the Presidents of all affiliated leagues. Responsibilities of the Committee include resolution of interleague issues and establishing guidelines for consistent play across all leagues. In the past year, the
Committee has initiated a renewed focus on strategic planning with the objective of providing enhanced
guidance and increased collaboration among the leagues to improve the soccer experience for players,
coaches and referees, and, grow the game. Strategic discussions include reviewing and redefining the
Committee’s purpose and creating a mission statement to guide the Committee’s actions. One of the
functions of the Committee, among participating leagues, is to host the Massachusetts Tournament of
Champions each year. MTOC is a tournament for all town based travel teams within Massachusetts who
are governed by the participating leagues: Bays, Berkshire County, Coastal, Essex County, Midland
(MAYS) Middlesex, Nashoba Valley, Pioneer Valley, South Coast, and South Shore. Unfortunately, this
year due to COVID 19 the MTOC tournament was not able to have been played.
Submitted by Dana Santilli

Facilities Manager Report
2021 AGM
Grass Fields: The grass fields are all in good shape after the fall season. With minimum play, this
allowed the fields to rest and for grass seed to take which increased the overall health of the fields. The
grass fields out front are in great despite having some late season play. The back fields are in overall
great shape, girls lacrosse events out back put more wear on goal mouth area and will need to be
further evaluated in spring. Frost damage was minimal this fall and with solid snow cover the grass fields
should be in good shape for the spring and summer seasons.
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Turf Fields: The condition of the turf fields as not changed in the past year. Our plans to replace have
been put on hold pending our future schedules and financial condition.
Roadways: The entrance road from Old Union Turnpike (Carl’s Drive) continues to deteriorate as we lose
asphalt on the edge along the drainage ditch due to frost and runoff. Sid’s Way (the road from the main
parking lot that follows the lot down to McGovern Bridge) is in good shape until the intersection at the
bridge (the triangle) where there are a few potholes. Steve Koerper Drive (Rte. 70 gate to the back
fields) is in good shape leading up to the intersection with Sid’s Way where there are multiple potholes.
We are still waiting to hear back from Boucher about best solutions on how to patch/fix potholes. The
dirt road to the back parking lot will need to be graded for the spring if back lot is being used.
Parking Lots: Office parking lot parking lines need to be repainted. Main parking lot needs to be graded
for spring time with an emphasis on the turn-around at the flag pole
Grounds: Field 12 Erosion project has been a success. Switchback stairs run-off erosion area will be
treated with a Geoweb system just like the field 12 project. The Route 70 netting project bid is being
reviewed. Area behind the storage containers in the back fields is being cleared out of trees and other
shrubs for an additional storage area. Trees, brush, and vines need to be cut and removed from around
the facility.
Equipment: Tractor is in great shape and will be fine all winter for snow removal. 1 gas gator and the
electric will be sent in for service this winter. Paint machines will be worked on and will be serviced
again for the end of the season. Ground equipment is in good shape will need to be serviced at the end
of the season.
Main Office: The back deck needs major repairs and is closed off to the public. Cement walk way will
need to be evaluated after winter.

State Youth Referee Program
Leadership
Many dedicated individuals help to ensure the referee program is able to provide our Leagues and
Towns with licensed referees. The following individuals make up the leadership core of the MSRC:
● State Referee Administrator, Rich Frongillo
● State Youth Referee Administrator, Russ Wolf
● State Director of Instruction, Kara Honthumb
● State Director of Assessment, Elie Nassif
● State Director of Assignment, Fred Corey
● Futsal Coordinator, Soorena Farboodmanesh
COVID-19 Challenges
2020 was a challenging year, as we were faced with the COVID-19 Pandemic. The MSRC, working with
the Massachusetts Youth Soccer Return to Play Guidelines, was able to host a series of webinars to
allow the referee community to learn the modified rules of play as well as how to properly apply them
and work with coaches and teams to allow for an enjoyable and safe playing experience for our players.
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Membership
All referees are required to certify each year with the MSRC and US Soccer to be eligible to be assigned
to a US Youth Soccer sanctioned match. Despite the challenges imposed by the COVID-19 Pandemic,
Massachusetts was able to certify 4,538 referees for the 2020 registration year. For comparison, the
overall referee registration for 2019 was 4,738. As a trend for the last few years approximately 3,500
referees return each year and approximately 1,500 first time referees are certified.
New Referee License Requirements
The safety and well being of our players being paramount, US Soccer has increased the registration
requirements around these principles to aid in the education and awareness of our referees. As part of
2021 registration requirements, all referees are required to complete a course titled: Introduction to
Safe and Healthy Playing Environments. Those referees 18 years of age or older are also required to
complete the US Center for SafeSport training, a NCSI Background Screening, as well as Massachusetts
CORI.
MSRC & Mass Youth Soccer Initiatives
Together with the Massachusetts Youth Soccer, the GENESIS REFEREE PROGRAM continues its
successful
adoption. This program assists towns in educating 11-13 year-old children in the Laws of the game so
they can officiate small sided matches in their community. 2020 saw several participants successfully
register as new US Soccer Referees.
The MSRC is also active in the development of the new Futsal program initiative and ready to provide
trained Futsal officials for the program to succeed.
For 2021 a priority for the MSRC is to work with the Leagues Committee to focus on building
relationships with the designated referee coordinators as well as the league and town assignors through
more frequent communication and interaction. Assignors are often the greatest continual influence on
our newest referees and a key part of their retention.
Continuous Information
In addition to regular reports to the MYSA Board, the MSRC will be hosting quarterly town hall sessions
where anyone interested in attending is welcome. Currently slated for April, July, and October in 2021.
More information and listings for courses for both new referees and referees seeking to recertify for
2021 are posted and available at the MSRC web site: http://www.massref.net .
The MSRC web site has an updated look and feel:

Russ Wolf
State Youth Referee Administrator
Rich Frongillo
State Referee Administrator
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